A HERITAGE OF

INNOVATION

BUILT INTO EVERY TRAILER
EBY’s culture of craftsmanship and innovation is a family tradition
that has been carefully cultivated over three generations. Born in 1938
as a wood livestock truck-body manufacturer, quality and customization
quickly emerged as signatures of the young company. As the product line
expanded into trailers and semi-trailers, ingenuity and forward-thinking
distinguished the next generation as it helped revolutionize the industry
with all-aluminum construction.
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Now in its third generation as a family-run business, this heritage of
innovation is firmly welded into its DNA. While modern manufacturing
capabilities—such as computer-aided engineering and precision
robotics—help provide customers with the most durable, longest-lasting
product, it’s the people behind the processes that make an EBY trailer
really shine.
As a heritage of innovation is built into every trailer, a family of sales,
service, design, engineering, manufacturing and support stands behind it…
and EBY welcomes you into the family.

EBY is a proud member of The National Association of Trailer
Manufacturers, dedicated to improving trailer safety and performance.
EBY trailers are manufactured in compliance with NATM guidelines.

EBY Aluminum Livestock Trailers

TRAILERS
Affordable to own and economical to pull
Maverick LS Livestock trailers deliver a new level of affordability without sacrificing quality.
Engineered with many of the same components and construction qualities as our commercial
models, the Maverick LS bundles EBY’s legendary quality into an affordable package.
Maverick LS provides everything needed in a standard production model without the frills.
•
•
•

16' Maverick LS Bumper-Pull

MAVERICK LS BUMPER-PULL
Standard Sizes:
Lengths: 13' and 16'
Widths: 6'5"
Heights: 6'6" to 7'

Compact sizes for easier handling
Gooseneck and bumper-pull models available
Long-lasting, aluminum diamond-plate floor

MAVERICK LS GOOSENECK
Standard Sizes:
Lengths: 16' and 20'
Widths: 6'11"
Heights: 6'6"
20' Maverick LS Gooseneck

www.mheby.com

EBY offers a wide variety of aluminum
truck bodies that work as hard as you do.
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TRAILERS
Our best-selling model delivers
premium features standard
Maverick—EBY’s best selling model—provides livestock haulers
with premium features as standard equipment. Designed with
superior structural integrity and fabricated for remarkable durability,
Maverick symbolizes EBY’s long-standing heritage of quality and
style. With custom models and optional convenience packages
available, Maverick raises the bar for livestock transportation.
•
•
•

No interior wheel pockets
Strongest interior dividers in the industry
Available in slat-side and punch-side designs

24' Maverick Slat-Side

MAVERICK PUNCH-SIDE
Standard Sizes:
Lengths:	20' and 24'
Widths: 7'1"
Heights: 6'6"

MAVERICK SLAT-SIDE
Standard Sizes:
Lengths:	20' and 24'
Widths: 6'11"
Heights: 6'6"
Custom sizes available up to 30'

Custom sizes available

24' Maverick with Combo Package

24' Maverick Punch-Side
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EBY Aluminum Livestock Trailers

TRAILERS
A heritage of EBY quality and styling
Featuring EBY’s hallmark quality and styling, Wrangler offers unmatched
versatility with a broader selection of widths, heights and custom options.
Engineered to perform and built to last, Wrangler will remain a trusted
companion for years to come.
•
•
•

Optional wider inside width than Maverick or Maverick LS
Durable aluminum sub-frame and tapered interior wheel pockets
Many custom options available

22' Wrangler shown with optional equipment

WRANGLER
Standard Sizes:
Lengths:	20', 22' and 24'
Widths: 7'6" and 8'
Height: 6'6"
Custom sizes available

24'6" Wrangler shown with optional equipment

www.mheby.com

EBY offers exceptionally strong and lightweight
equipment trailers for any hauling need.
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TRAILERS
EBY’s legendary top-of-the-line design
Ruff Neck—our most rugged design—equips commercial livestock haulers,
show enthusiasts, commercial swine operators and draft horse transporters with
exceptional hauling capability. Engineered for unmatched durability, and offering
an impressive level of customization, Ruff Neck sets the industry standard for
delivering extraordinary dependability year after year.
•
•
•

Highly customizable
Unmatched heavy-duty construction
Heavy-duty sub-frame, axles, wheels and tires for increased GVWR

30' Ruff Neck Punch-Side
shown with optional equipment

RUFF NECK PUNCH-SIDE
Available Sizes:
Lengths:	24'6" to 35'
Widths: 7'3", 8' and 8'6"
Heights: 6'6", 7' and 7'6"
Custom sizes available

RUFF NECK SLAT-SIDE
Available Sizes:
Lengths:	20' to 36'
Widths: 8'
Heights: 6'6"
Custom sizes available

30' Ruff Neck shown
with optional equipment
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EBY Aluminum Livestock Trailers

30' Ruff Neck shown with
optional Final Drive Package

24' Ruff Neck shown
with optional equipment
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EBY offers a variety of semi-trailers, ideal
for high-capacity livestock transportation.
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STANDARD
FEATURES

Designed with superior structural integrity and fabricated for remarkable durability, EBY
livestock trailers provide easier operation for handlers and greater comfort for valuable cargo.
Below are just some of the standard features that makes EBY the most refined, strongest and
quietest trailers ever.

POPULAR
OPTIONS
While the standard features on EBY livestock
trailers are impressive, they can also be fully
customized—with single add-ons or convenient
option packages—to fit your specific needs.

Rolling gate

Option Packages
Combo Package
•
•
•
•
•

Includes 4' smooth sheet in tack area
Permanent straight tack wall
Camper door
Two windows in nose
Inside light with separate switch

Side ramp

Trophy Package
Aluminum-housed, multi-function
fender lights (except Maverick LS)

Cast aluminum front and
rear corners

•

Low-step rear door

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Includes black panels on sides of nose
Stainless steel front nose panel
Stainless steel overlays on corners
Polished corner caps
Inside tie rail, both sides (30" off floor)
Outside tie rail, both sides (mounted on
bottom rail)
Five marker lights on roof rail, both sides
Two sets of QuadraLights
One load light on rear header
Sliding pass-thru in standard partition

Plexiglas closures

PUNCH-SIDE TRAILERS
are available in a variety of colors:

Trophy Plus Package
Fully framed and full-height
side door

Extruded bottom rail for
easy clean-out

All Eby trailers feature
Dexter axles

Same as Trophy Package, plus:
• Rolling gate in lieu of
standard permanent gate

Final Drive Package
Contact EBY to find your nearest dealer.

800-292-4752
www.mheby.com
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Same as Trophy Package, plus:
• 48"-wide curbside drop ramp
• Roadside escape door
• Rolling gate in addition to standard gate
• Loading light over ramp

Black

White

Mill Finish
Aluminum

Bright Finish
Aluminum

Gun Metal Gray

Additional options and custom sizes available.
Contact your EBY representative for details.

